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Abstract. In this paper, we exploited the application of the Ontol-
ogy Based Data Access (OBDA) approach, equipped with faceted search
utilities, to explore bibliography databases. A bibliography database is
enhanced by means of an ontology leading to a bibliography information
space. We show that faceted search paradigm to explore such informa-
tion space is particularly attractive. We describe an implementation of
this approach in DAFO system. We focus on formulating faceted queries
over the ontology, mapping the ontology to a relational database, and on
transforming the query to executable forms. The final version of a faceted
query is a SQL query that is executed in a relational database system.
The computational results show that the usage of faceted search-oriented
way of modeling and retrieving information is very promising.

1 Introduction

Faceted search is commonly used in retrieving data in e-commerce applications
[7,17]. In this paper, we adapt this approach to explore bibliography databases.
To take advantages of this retrieval paradigm, a bibliography database should be
first enriched with an ontology, leading to the creation of an ontology-enhanced
bibliography database. The purpose of this extension is to provide the data-
base with concepts, relationships and rules, which both facilitate query formu-
lation and allow for a flexible perceiving the domain information space. The
main advantages of the faceted search are: (a) iterative and interactive support
for query formulation, usually based on a user-friendly graphical interface; (b)
coexistence of many different views over the underlying information space; (c)
effective implementation due to the expression power of faceted queries limited
to first order monadic positive existential queries (MPEQ) [1,11,16].

Related work. This paper refers both to Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA)
and faceted search. In OBDA, an ontology is used as a global schema and a
database is used as a data repository and a mapping is established between the
ontology and the database [3,13]. Some issues concerning this approach were
discussed in data integration and data exchange contexts [5,8]. However, the
problem in such system is a query language. It is unrealistic to require the user to
know the database schema in details, so the usage of SQL, SPARQL or XQuery as
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end-user languages is unacceptable. On the other hand, relying only on keyword
queries (even with boolean operators) significantly limits search capabilities.
Thus, it is quite obvious that users should be provided with graphical-oriented
tools. Such solution can be based on Query-By-Example [9,18], which was the
inspiration for developing a number of visual query systems and languages [4].
Visual systems provide an intuitive and natural perceiving of the information
space, and follow the direct manipulation idea with visual representation of
domain and query manipulation. End users recognize the relevant fragments
of information space and formulate queries by directly manipulating them. To
this family of information retrieval paradigms we can count faceted search. The
faceted search combines two classical approaches, namely keyword-based search
and manipulation search with narrowing the information space.

Contribution. We discuss the aforementioned issues in the context of our sys-
tem called DAFO (Data Access with Faceted queries over Ontology) [14,15].
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we discuss an ontology
based on OWL 2 RL to describe an information space relevant to bibliography
database; (2) we show how the ontology is used in faceted query formulation;
(3) we describe main steps in answering faceted queries: (a) translating to first
order faceted queries (FOFQ), (b) rewriting faceted queries using ontology rules,
(c) mapping the ontology into relational database; (4) we report some computa-
tional experiments which prove that the formulation and evaluation of faceted
queries in DAFO is very promising.

Paper outline: The structure of the paper is the following. Ontology-enhanced
databases are discussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, a mapping of the ontology into rela-
tional database is defined. Faceted search over bibliography ontology and some
experimental results are presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Ontology-Enhanced Bibliography Database

2.1 Relational Schema of Bibliography Database

In this section we motivate our research showing the advantages of combining
information representation capabilities provided by relational database and an
ontology. The discussion will be focused on a bibliography database, BibDb, with
the schema in Fig. 1.

The schema was designed based on analysis of DBLP Computer Science Bib-
liography [6,10]. An instance of the database was prepared by extracting data
from DBLP resources (from XML, HTML, and BibTex files), and enriched with
data extracted form personal and conference home pages. Some tables have pri-
mary keys (denoted by Id) used to identify entities and to establish cross refer-
ences between tables. Same tables have also unique DBLP identifiers (DblpKey)
used as references to DBLP bibliography.

The schema in Fig. 1 can be used as a target schema for posting relational
queries. However, direct operating on such schema is troublesome. In general,
the schema can be large, incomprehensible, and a language for query formulation
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Fig. 1. Diagram of bibliography relational database BibDb.

can make requirements that are difficult to accept. For example, it is unrealistic
to demand that the user can write SQL queries.

Formally, a relational database schema is a tuple S = (R, att, pkey, InclDep),
where R = {R1, . . . , Rn} is a set of relation names; att assigns a set of attributes
to each R ∈ R, att(R) ⊆ Att; pkey assigns a primary key to some R ∈ R,
pkey(R) ∈ att(R); InclDep is a set of inclusion dependencies (or referential
constraints), i.e., expressions of the form R[A] ⊆ R′[A′], where A ∈ att(R),
A′ = pkey(R′), and A is called a foreign key referring from R to R′.

In Fig. 1 there is a graphical representation of relational database schema. By
Id we denote primary keys, and inclusion dependencies are denoted by arrows.

2.2 Ontology Describing Bibliography Information Space

By a bibliography information space we understand a specification of the knowl-
edge relevant to the bibliography domain. In practice, this knowledge covers and
enriches relational schema, and is defined by means of an ontology. Then we say
about ontology-enhanced database.

An ontology [2,11] is a pair O = (T ,A), where T and A are, respectively, the
terminological and assertional parts of the ontology. The terminological part is
a pair T = (Σ,R), where Σ = UP∪BP∪ Const is the signature of the ontology,
and specifies a set of unary predicates (UP), a set of binary predicates (BP), and
a set of constants (Const). R is a set of ontology rules. The assertional part is
a set of assertions (facts), i.e., expressions of the form C(a) or P (a, b), where
C ∈ UP, P ∈ BP, and a, b ∈ Const. The set UP of unary predicates is divided into
extensional (UPE) and intentional (UPI) ones. Similarly, BP is divided into BPE

and BPI . Extensional predicates are those, which appear in A, while intentional
predicates do not appear explicitly in A but are defined by means of rules in R.

For example, the considered bibliography information space can be defined
by means of on ontology BibOn. A fragment of terminological part of BibOn is
depicted in Fig. 2. By solid lines we drawn extensional predicates, and intentional
predicates are denoted by dashed lines.

Rules in ontologies usually conform to those specified in OWL 2 profiles [12].
We will restrict ourselves to categories of rules given in Table 1. Additionally,
following so called extended knowledge bases introduced in [11], we divide the
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Fig. 2. Terminological part of BibOn ontology.

set of rules into deductive rules (Ded-1 – Ded-9) and integrity constraints (IC-1
– IC-4). A deductive rule is used to deduce (infer) new assertions (intentional
or extensional) from extensional and already deduced intentional ones. Integrity
constraints are used to check correctness of the given set of assertions, and not
to infer new assertions. Note that all but the last two are in OWL 2 RL [12].
Moreover, functionality (IC-1) and key (IC-2) rules can be used as deductive
rules in the case when labeled nulls are allowed (see [8,14,15]).

Deductive rules and integrity constraints referred to in this paper are:

1. Deductive rules – specify how some types or properties may be deduced from
another. In this paper they are used to infer:
(a) inheritance hierarchies (subtypes and subproperties), e.g., (a) a unary

predicate (type) Author is a subtype of Person, and (b) binary predicate
(property) awardedAt is a subproperty of presentedAt;

(b) domains and ranges of binary predicates, e.g., property authorOf has
Person as its domain (although may be not defined for all persons), and
Paper as the range.

(c) a value-driven specialization – a subtype C may be a subset of domain of
P , for which P has a given value a, e.g., SpringerProceed is a subtype of
Proceedings, for which publisher has value Springer;

(d) a pattern-driven specialization – like value-driven specialization but now,
a is treated as a pattern, and the value of P must conform to this pattern,
e.g., ACMConf is a subtype of Conference if acronym of the conference
contains “ACM”, i.e., conforms to the pattern “%ACM%”;

(e) a type-driven specialization – a subtype C is a subset of domain of property
P , for which P has value of a given type D, e.g., ACMAuthor is the type
of those authors, who presented their papers at an ACMConf;
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Table 1. Categories of ontology rules used in bibliography ontology BibOn.

Id General form of a rule Name Representation

Ded-1 ∀x (D(x) → C(x)) Subtype subtype(D, C)

Ded-2 ∀x, y (S(x, y) → P (x, y)) Subproperty subprop(S, P )

Ded-3 ∀x, y (P (x, y) → C(x)) Domain dom(P, C)

Ded-4 ∀x, y (P (x, y) → D(y)) Range rng(P, D)

Ded-5 ∀x (P (x, y) ∧ y = a → C(x)) Specialization (value and
pattern driven)

spec1(P, a, C)

Ded-6 ∀x, y (P (x, y)∧D(y) → C(x)) Specialization (type driven) spec2(P, D, C)

Ded-7 ∀x, y, z (R(x, y)∧S(x, z)∧z =
a → P (x, y))

Property specialization
(value and pattern driven)

spec3(R, S, a, P )

Ded-8 ∀x, y, z (S(x, z) ∧ T (z, y) →
P (x, y))

Chain (composition) chain(S, T, P )

Ded-9 ∀x, y (S(y, x) → P (x, y)) Inversion inv(S, P )

IC-1 ∀x, y1, y2 (P (x, y1) ∧
P (x, y2) → y1 = y2)

Functionality func(P )

IC-2 ∀x1, x2, y (P (x1, y) ∧
P (x2, y) → x1 = x2)

Key (functionality of
inversion)

key(P )

IC-3 ∀x(C(x) → ∃y P (x, y) Existence exists(C, P )

IC-4 ∀x(C(x) → ∃y P (x, y)∧y = a Has value hasV al(C, P, a)

(f) a chain (or composition) – a property is a chain (composition) of two other
properties, e.g., paperYear (year of a paper) is the chain of inProceed and
proceedYear (i.e., year of the proceedings the paper is in);

(g) an inversion – a property is the inversion of other property, e.g., writtenBy
is the inversion of authorOf.

2. Integrity constraints – are used to check whether a given set of assertions is
consistent:
(a) functionality – states that a property P is a function, e.g., name,

inProceed;
(b) key – states that value of a property P uniquely identifies the domain

object, i.e., inversion of P is a function, e.g., title, or hasPaper (paper
uniquely identifies the proceeding in which the paper is included);

(c) existence – states that a property P is defined on each element in C, e.g.,
authorOf is defined on each object of Author type;

(d) has value – states that a property P on each element in C has the same
value a (or conforms to pattern a), e.g., the value of acronym for each
object of ACMConf type conforms to the pattern “%ACM%”.

A first order (FO) formula ϕ(x) is a monadic positive existential query
(MPEQ), if it has exactly one free variable and is constructed only of: (a) atoms
of the form C(x), P (x1, x2) and x = a; (b) conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨),
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and existential quantification (∃). A constant a is an answer to ϕ(x) if ϕ(a) is
satisfied in O.

Any rule can be treated either as deductive rule or as an integrity constraint.
Our choice is motivated by the use of rules to rewrite queries. The following
example explains the role of rules and integrity constraints in query rewriting.

Example 1. It seems obvious that a query q1(x) = Author(x) can be replaced
with q2(x) = Person(x) ∧ ∃y(authorOf(x, y)). We would expect that sets of
answers to these queries were equal. However, this is the case only when the data
source satisfies the integrity constraint (IC-3) Author(x) → ∃y(authorOf(x, y)).
Indeed, let
A={Person(a), P erson(b), P erson(c), Author(a), Author(c), authorOf(a, p)}.
Then q1(x)(A) = {a, c}, but q2(x)(A) = {a}. �

New rules can be dynamically added to the ontology. For example, we can add
the binary predicate authorConf connecting authors with conferences, which is
the chain of authorOf , inProceed, and ofConf .

3 Mapping Ontology to Relational Database

In DAFO, queries formulated over an ontology are evaluated in a relational
database. Thus, a mapping of the ontology into relational database must be
defined. Two levels of the mapping are distinguished: (1) metaschema level –
assigns schema elements to ontology predicates, and (2)schema level – assigns
relational data to ontology assertions.

A mapping on a metaschema level is specified by four functions: table,
domCol, rngCol and inclDep, defined as follows (some examples are given in
Table 2).

1. Extensional unary predicates are mapped to relational names. Formally, if
C ∈ UPE then table(C) = RC ∈ R, and domCol(C) = pkey(RC); RC 	= RC′

for C 	= C ′.
2. Extensional binary predicates are divided in four classes: functional data prop-

erties (BPfd), multivalued data properties (BPmd), functional object proper-
ties (BPfo), and multivalued object properties (BPmo). Data properties are
binary predicates with String as their ranges. Object properties have ranges
different from String. Then

– if P ∈ BPfd, and C is domain of P , then: table(P ) = RC , domCol(P ) =
pkey(RC) = Id, rngCol(P ) = Ar

P ∈ att(RC), e.g., name;
– if P ∈ BPmd, and C is domain of P , then: table(P ) = RP 	= RC ,

domCol(P ) = Ad
P ∈ att(RP ), rngCol(P ) = Ar

P ∈ att(RP ), and
RP .Ad

P ⊆ RC .Id, where Ad
P is a foreign key referring from RP to RC ,

e.g., affiliation;
– if P ∈ BPfo, C is domain of P , D is range of P , then: table(P ) = RC ,

domCol(P ) = pkey(RC) = Id, rngCol(P ) = Ar
P ∈ att(RC), and

RC .Ar
P ⊆ RD.Id, where Ar

P is a foreign key referring from RC to RD,
e.g., inProceed;
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Table 2. Mapping predicates of ontology BibOn into database schema BibDb.

Name Class table domCol rngCol inclDep

Person UPE Person Id

name BPfd Person Id Name

affiliation BPmd Affiliation PersonId Affiliation Affiliation[PersonId]
⊆ Person[Id]

authorOf BPmo AuthorPaper PersonId PaperId AuthorPaper[PersonId]
⊆ Person[Id]
AuthorPaper[PaperId]
⊆ Paper[Id]

inProceed BPfo Paper Id ProceedId Paper[ProceedId]
⊆ Proceedings[Id]

– if P ∈ BPmo, C is domain of P , D is range of P , then: table(P ) 	=
RC , table(P ) 	= RD, domCol(P ) = Ad

P ∈ att(RP ), rngCol(P ) = Ar
P ∈

att(RP ), and RP .Ad
P ⊆ RC .Id, RP .Ar

P ⊆ RD.Id, where Ad
P is a foreign

key referring from RP to RC and Ar
P is a foreign key referring from RP

to RD, e.g., authorOf.

A mapping on schema level is specified by means of the following mapping
rules (see source-to-target dependencies studied in [5,8]):

1. For each C ∈ UPE : ∀x (C(x) → ∃r (RC(r) ∧ r.Id = x)).
2. For each P ∈ BPfd, and dom(P,C) ∈ R:

∀x, y (P (x, y) → ∃r (RC(r) ∧ r.Id = x ∧ r.Ar
P = y)).

3. For each P ∈ BPmd, and dom(P,C) ∈ R:
∀x, y (P (x, y) → ∃r, s (RP (r) ∧ RC(s) ∧ r.Id = x ∧ r.Ar

P = y ∧ s.Id = x)).
4. For each P ∈ BPfo, dom(P,C) ∈ R, and rng(P,D) ∈ R:

∀x, y (P (x, y) → ∃r, s (RC(r) ∧ RD(s) ∧ r.Id = x ∧ r.Ar
P = y ∧ s.Id = y)).

5. For each P ∈ BPmo, dom(P,C) ∈ R, and rng(P,D) ∈ R:
∀x, y (P (x, y) → ∃r, s, t (RP (r)∧RC(s)∧RD(t)∧r.Ad

P = x∧s.Id = x∧r.Ar
P =

y ∧ t.Id = y)).

Note that the mapping rules above take into account also inclusion dependen-
cies. Thus, it is guaranteed that the set of answers to a faceted query executed
against the ontology is equal to the query evaluated in the relational database.

4 Faceted Search over Bibliography Ontology

Faceted search implies a new approach to modeling and perceiving data. It
allows to see information objects in a multidimensional information space, like
in multidimensional datawarehouse modeling. For example, conferences can be
perceived in a multidimensional space determined by such dimensions (called
facets) as time, location, authors of papers, publishers of proceedings, etc.
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However, in contrast to modeling in datawarehousing, where the distinction
between target data (measures) and dimensions is fixed, in the case of faceted-
oriented modeling this perception can change from query to query. For example,
in one query the target information can be persons in a space determined by
conferences, papers and universities. In another – conferences in a space
determined by persons and publishers, etc.

An ontology, like that in Fig. 2, is in general a complex and large semantic
network. Any unary predicate in this ontology can be treated as the target
object. Then the others determine the multidimensional information space used
to search the expected set of target objects. Thus, in one ontology can coexist
many such information spaces.

To explore the ontology and utilize it to formulate queries, we implemented
in DAFO an approach based on faceted search. In this implementation we distin-
guish the following three steps: (a) providing a faceted interface and initializing
a faceted query by means of a keyword query, (b) refining the faceted query, (c)
transforming the faceted query into an executable form.

4.1 Keyword Queries and Faceted Interfaces

A keyword query in DAFO is a partially ordered set of unary predicate names
from the underlying ontology, kq = (C0, . . . , CN ), Ci ∈ UP, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N , where
C0 is the type of expected answers (target objects). Elements in the sequence
(C1, ..., CN ) are used to appropriate restricting and pivoting the ontology, and
to arrange it in a hierarchy consistent with the ordering of unary predicates in
the keyword query. This hierarchy forms a faceted interface, which is used by
the user to iterative and interactive refinement of the faceted query.

In Figs. 3(a) and (b), there are two faceted interfaces determined by two
different keyword queries. In Fig. 3(a), a user is interested in Papers presented
at TPDL conferences and written by some persons not yet specified. In Fig. 3(b),
a user is interested in Persons connected to some ACM or TPDL conferences.

Fig. 3. Two faceted interfaces, (a) and (b), determined by two different keyword queries
(checked nodes denote initial faceted queries), and a final form of faceted query (c),
created over the interface (b).
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In both cases, we have faceted interfaces, where checked elements form the first
approximation of a created faceted query.

In both cases, the underlying ontology is pivoted in the way corresponding
to the user intention expressed by the keyword query. Thus, the following two
objectives are achieved: (1) the presentation of the ontology is restricted to
some neighborhood of the given set of keywords (unary predicates); and (2) the
ontology is somehow pivoted so that it is presented in the way conforming to
the ordering of predicates in the keyword query.

A final faceted query in Fig. 3(c) is a result of operating over the faceted
interface in Fig. 3(b).

4.2 Transforming Faceted Queries into First Order Faceted Queries

A faceted query is created over a faceted interface by means of select-
ing/unselecting nodes, inserting values of binary predicates, and discarding uns-
elected nodes. During creation of faceted queries, the user is informed about the
number of answers corresponding to the current form of the query.

The query in Fig. 3(c), has the following meaning:

“Get persons who are authors of papers presented at an ACM conference
in year 2016, or at a TPDL conference in year 2016”.

The textual form of this query is:

α = {Person}[(authorConf, any)/{ACMConf [(confY ear, {“2016”})],
TPDLConf [(confY ear, {“2016”})]}]. (1)

The formal syntax of a faceted query α is [14,15]:

α ::=t | t[β] | α ∨ α
β ::=b | b/α | β ∧ β,

(2)

where: (a) t is a set {C1, . . . , Cn} of unary predicates; (b) b is a pair (P, any) or
(P, {a1, . . . , an}), where any denotes any constant, and {a1, . . . , an} is a set of
allowed constants (possible values of property P ).

A faceted query with syntax (2) is transformed to a first order faceted query
(FOFQ), which is in the class of MPEQs. The transformation is made by means
of the following semantic function [[α]]x:

[[{A1, . . . , An}]]x = A1(x) ∨ · · · ∨ An(x)
[[{a1, . . . an}]]x = (a1 = x) ∨ · · · ∨ (an = x)
[[(R, any)]]x,y = R(x, y)
[[(R, {a1, . . . , an})]]x,y = R(x, y) ∧ [[{a1, . . . an}]]y

[[t[b]]]x = [[t]]x ∧ ∃y([[b]]x,y)
[[t[b/α]]]x = [[t]]x ∧ ∃y([[b]]x,y ∧ [[α]]y)
[[t[β1 ∧ β2]]]x = [[t[β1]]]x ∧ [[t[β2]]]x
[[α1 ∨ α2]]x = [[α1]]x ∨ [[α2]]x.

In result, a monadic positive existential query is obtained. For example, for
the faceted query (1), we obtain:

[[α]]x = Person(x) ∧ ∃x1(authorConf(x, x1)∧
(ACMConf(x1) ∧ ∃x2(confY ear(x1, x2) ∧ x2 = “2016”)∨
TPDLConf(x1) ∧ ∃x2(confY ear(x1, x2) ∧ x2 = “2016”))).

(3)
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4.3 Rewriting FOFQs into Extensional Form

In FOFQs may occur both extensional and intentional predicates. In the rewrit-
ing process all intentional predicates are replaced with extensional ones using
deductive rules from the ontology [13]. The rewriting algorithm recursively looks
for intentional predicates. If C (or P ) is such a predicate, then a rule with C (or
P ) occurring on its right-hand side is used in the rewriting procedure. The rewrit-
ing concerns the entire atom, i.e., C(x) (or P (x, y)), and the atom is replaced
by the left-hand side of the rule with appropriate substitution of variables. In
result, some new intentional predicates can appear in the query, so the process
of rewriting must be repeated recursively. If the set of rules is not recursive with
respect to intentional predicates, and is complete, i.e., any intentional predi-
cate occurs on the right hand side of some rule, then the rewriting process ends
successfully.

For example, the atom containing intentional predicates authorConf (see
(3) and Fig. 4(b)) has the following rewriting (Fig. 4(c)) in ontology BibOn:

rewriteBibOn(authorConf(x, x1)) = ∃x5(authorOf(x, x5) ∧ Paper(x5)
∧∃x6(inProceed(x5, x6) ∧ Proceedings(x6) ∧ ofConf(x6, x1))).

(4)

In Fig. 4(a), we give a slightly modified version of the faceted query from
Fig. 3(c) (requirements about affiliation of authors are added). The FOFQ before
rewriting is presented in Fig. 4(b), and FOFQ after rewriting is in Fig. 4(c).
Queries are depicted as syntactic trees, where all variables except x are quantified
existentially. In Fig. 4(d) there is a sample set of answers to the query in DAFO.

Fig. 4. Sample faceted query in DAFO (a), its presentation as: FOFQ tree before
rewriting (b); FOFQ tree after rewriting (c); and answers to it (d).
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4.4 Answering Faceted Queries - Experimental Evaluation

FOFQs are translated to SQL queries over relational database using the map-
ping defined in Sect. 3. A result SQL query is executed in relational databases
using a commercial RDBMS (SQL Server, in this case). Advanced optimization
capabilities provided by RDBMS guarantee high efficiency. This was verified in
computational experiments made in DAFO system with the following setting:
(a) a database containing: 3818 papers, 1907 conferences, 1853 proceedings, and
61 persons; (b) computation environment: 2.60 GHz Intel Core i7 processor,
and 8GB RAM memory; (a) ontology with 182 elements (predicates and rules).
Results of evaluations are given in Table 3 (query q3 is that in Fig. 4). Time
costs (in milliseconds) are divided into total preparing and execution costs. The
preparing time highly depends on both the size of query and ontology (in our
experiments the ontology and the database were fixed).

Table 3. Evaluation of time costs for preparing and executing faceted queries.

Query #Nodes after
rewriting

Creation
[msec]

Rewriting
[msec]

Translation
[msec]

Total preparing
[msec]

Execution
[msec]

q1 5 12 23 2 37 22

q2 9 6 58 8 72 29

q3 24 32 122 13 167 45

q4 37 53 210 16 279 57

We can observe that there is a linear relationship between the size of queries
(expressed in the number of nodes in its syntactic tree after rewriting) and
preparing and execution times. These relationships are presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Time of preparing faceted query to execution (a) and execution time (b) depend-
ing on the number of nodes in FOFQ tree after rewriting.
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5 Summary

In this paper, we exploited the application of the ontology based data access
(OBDA) approach equipped with faceted search utilities to explore bibliography
databases. We discussed a way of using ontology to describe bibliography infor-
mation space. Universality and flexibility of an ontology depends on the choice
of deductive and integrity constraint rules. The former are used to deduce new
facts and the latter to check correctness of data. Both are significant in rewriting
queries. We proposed a way of presenting the ontology to users in conformance
with the faceted search methodology. The implemented system DAFO provides
users with a graphical interface allowing the user for interactive and iterative
creation of faceted queries. We shown how the ontology can be mapped to a rela-
tional database. This mapping together with translation queries to SQL enables
high efficiency of query execution. The crucial in achieving this efficiency was
the usage of a commercial RDBMS with excellent optimization capabilities.

This research has been supported by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher
Education under grant 04/45/DSPB/0163.
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